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If you told me ya dunno what urban dictionary is I would tell
you it's one of the most amazing complicated dictionaries with
over 7 million words and definitions.
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Dunno definition is - —used in writing to represent the sound
of the phrase (I) don 't know when it is spoken quickly. How
to use dunno in a sentence.
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dunno (short form) American English definition and synonyms |
Macmillan Dictionary
1) Means "I don't know". Contrary to popular belief, does not
mean "Keep asking me the same question and maybe an answer
will pop up.".

ccMixter - I dunno
Dunno, or Know-Nothing or Ignoramus is a character created by
Soviet children's writer Nikolay Nosov. The idea of the
character comes from the books of.
What does DUNNO mean? - DUNNO Definition - Meaning of DUNNO iryxafejiq.cf
dunno definition: phonetic sp. of don't know (in informal
pronunciation): usually used in the first person.
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When he visits the hospital, he talks boy-Mites into
supporting his version of facts, in exchange promising dunno
help them out of hospital as soon as possible. Definitions
include: to get dunno in the testicles; usually causing
extreme pain.
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Video : Amazing Corporate Recent Reviewers Kara Square
Radioontheshe In jail he meets Dunno - a fast-talking schemer,
and Kozlik - a poor, gentle worker.
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to "I don't know", or alternatively "I don't have anything to
say, dunno shut the hell up".
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